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Join the circus! 
 
WORKSHOP OVERVIEW 
 
Join the Circus! typically runs for a full day, but can be scaled down to fit 
your schools requirements.  The workshop is divided into 5 acts – each 
offering different links with core National Curriculum subjects: 

 
ACT ONE: WHAT IS CIRCUS? 
 

The Jacksons Lane Circus Ring Master is on the lookout for the next exciting 
generation of circus artists to perform all across the world.  To start the day 
and build excitement the Ring Master and circus performers present a series 
of short circus acts and invite the audience to share their experiences of 
circus. Everyone then explores old circus publicity to identify many types of 
circus skills and create a series of team ‘action shots’. 

 
ACT Two: TRAINING/PREPARATION  
 

Training commences:  the new circus troupe are led through a series of 
interactive games and challenges to warm up their bodies and minds; 
developing balance, agility, stamina and the ability to work with their peers. 
The Ring Master congratulates everyone for their efforts and sets a group 
challenge that needs to be completed before everyone proceeds to the next 
act. 

 
ACT THREE: GIVE IT A GO 
 

Now the troupe is ready – it’s time to begin developing circus skills.  The 
troupe try out a wide variety of circus skills including scarf and ball juggling, 
feather balancing, hula-hooping and acrobalance. Everyone shares their new 
skills with each other and helps others progress.  Short acts are created to 
demonstrate the troupe’s new circus skills and feedback from the rest of the 
cast and the Ring Master is given.  After all this hard work, training pauses for 
a lunch-break – being in the circus is tough work! 
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ACT FOUR: CHARACTER CREATION 
 

Arriving back after a well-earned break, the troupe begin to explore characters 
from the circus including Ring Masters, Clowns and Circus Vendors. Using 
group improvisation, role play and physical comedy the troupe work to 
recreate the atmosphere of the Big Top.  In groups they will create their own 
famous circus artists who are introduced on a red-carpet style catwalk. 

 
ACT FIVE: THE GRAND FINALE 
 

In the final act, the Ring Master reveals that the troupe will showcase their 
new skills in a Circus Parade (or Circus Cabaret) throughout the school.  They 
combine all of the skills they have accumulated throughout the day by 
creating short circus acts individually, in pairs or a small group. These new 
acts are performed to thunderous applause from peers. The day ends by 
celebrating what everyone enjoyed and achieved from the day. 

 
 

To further discuss content of the workshop, or to book your workshop 

please contact: 

 

Stuart Cox  
Participation Manager  
020 8347 2411 
stuart@jacksonslane.org.uk 
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